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Multidisciplinary collection of essays on the relationship of infertility and the "historic" STIS--gonorrhea, chlamydia, and
syphilis--producing surprising new insights in studies from across the globe and spanning millennia.
Ana nacio en Oviedo. Espana. hace mas anos de los que le gustaria. pero menos de los que piensa la gente. Paso su infancia y
gran parte de su juventud en Madrid. En 1989 se fue a vivir a Nueva York donde se caso, tuvo tres hijos (que de alguna manera
que ella no acaba de comprender se hicieron adolescentes). y empezo su carrera como autora, editora y traductora de de libros.
En las pocas ocasiones en las que no esta delante de su ordenador escribiendo, contestando e-mails, hablando o descargando
fotos, se dedica a jugar y entrenar a un labrador para que se convierta un dia en un gran perro-guia de ciegos. "In many ways,"
Robert J.C. Young writes, "colonization from the very first carried with it the seeds of its own destruction." Imperial Affliction
examines some ways in which Young's observation could be applied to problems of subjectivity and influence within the colonizing
nations themselves, particularly eighteenth-century Britain. How might these "seeds of destruction" manifest themselves as
problems of identity? How might the very selves with greatest access to self-affirmation---the idea of the empire, the idea of British
citizenry, the idea of the British self---actually find themselves vulnerable, confused, or damaged? Using multiple forms of
postcolonial critique, this book turns back to salient eighteenth-century British lives and work for a different kind of enlightenment.
Among its central subjects are the elusive subjectivity of William Collins; the exilic religious experience of William Cowper and its
multiple readings in the twentieth century by a self-fashioned exilic, Donald Davie; the "missed encounter" between Christopher
Smart and Samuel Johnson, and the ways in which that problem was re-inscribed in the work of W. Jackson Bate and Lionel
Trilling; the problem of imperial fixity in James Cook's journals with a view to Gray's "Elegy" and Gold-smith's "Deserted Village";
and the problem of purity as a paradoxically privileged and exilic force in the work of John Newton and Christopher Smart. In these
explorations, this book illustrates both an expanded view of eighteenth-century colonial liabilities and a new emphasis on
postcolonial critique as a means of exploring the fissures always present in imperial ambition.
Imperial Leather chronicles the dangerous liaisons between gender, race and class that shaped British imperialism and its bloody
dismantling. Spanning the century between Victorian Britain and the current struggle for power in South Africa, the book takes up
the complex relationships between race and sexuality, fetishism and money, gender and violence, domesticity and the imperial
market, and the gendering of nationalism within the zones of imperial and anti-imperial power.
A poet's &ltI>oeuvre is typically studied as an arc from the first work to the last work, including everything in between as a
manifestation of some advance or reversal. What if the primary relationship in a poet's &ltI>oeuvre is actually between the first and
last text, with those two texts sharing a compelling private language? What if, read separately from the other work, the first and last
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books reveal some new phenomenon about both the struggles and the achievement of the poet? &ltBR> Drawing on
phenomenological and intertextual theories from Ladislaus Boros, Julia Kristeva, Theodor Adorno, and Peter Galison, &ltI>Poets'
First and Last Books in Dialogue examines the relevant texts of Robert Lowell, Elizabeth Bishop, Anne Sexton, Thom Gunn, Sylvia
Plath, and Ted Hughes. In each of these poets' first books, Thomas Simmons examines both the evidence of some new
phenomenon and a limit or unsolved problem that finds its resolution only in a specific conversation with the final text. By placing
the texts in dialogue, Simmons unveils a new internal language in the work of these groundbreaking poets. The character of this
illumination expands in a coda on Robert Pinsky, whose career is particularly marked by what neurologist Antonio Damasio calls
the moment of -stepping into the light.-"
"As the first Europeans settled in America, they found themselves often sick, weak, and likely to die. Here, Ben Mutschler explores
how illness shaped society and government in New England from roughly 1690 through 1820. He focuses on the building blocks of
society and government-family, household, town, colony-and their multifaceted engagements with the problems that diseases
caused. Illness both defined and strained early American institutions, bringing people together in the face of calamity yet also
driving them apart when the costs of persevering became too high or were too unequally shared"-Inspired by Voltaire’s advice that a text needs to be concise to have real influence, this anthology contains fiery extracts by forty
eighteenth-century authors, from the most famous philosophers of the age to those whose brilliant writings are less well-known.
These passages are immensely diverse in style and topic, but all have in common a passionate commitment to equality, freedom,
and tolerance. Each text resonates powerfully with the issues our world faces today. Tolerance was first published by the Société
française d’étude du dix-huitième siècle (the French Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies) in the wake of the Charlie Hebdo
assassinations in January 2015 as an act of solidarity and as a response to the surge of interest in Enlightenment values. With the
support of the British Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies, it has now been translated by over 100 students and tutors of French
at Oxford University.

"In a searching but sympathetic series of textual analyses, Wallace argues that the canon of eighteenth-century English
Literature was bron out of the interplay between literary nationalism and an imperial internationalism. Imperial Characters
will add considerably to the globalization of the discipline that has been underway for some years now."---Suvir Kaul,
University of Pennsvlvania During the long eighteenth century, Britain, won and lost an empire in North America while
consoldiating its hegemony on the Indian subcontinent. The idea of imperial Britain became an essential piece of national
self-definition, so that to be British was to be a citizen of an imprial power. The British literary imagination inevitably
participated in the formulation and interrogation of this new national character, examining in fiction empire's effects on the
world at home. Imperial Characters traces a range of literary articulations of how British national character is formed,
changed, and distorted by the imperial project. Tara Wallace argues that each text she considers, from Aphra Behn's
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early description of seventeenth-century colonists in Surinam to Robert Louis Stevenson's historical narrative about
eighteenth-century Scotsmen roaming the globe, enacts the opportunities, disruptions, and dangers of imperial
adventurism. Through close readings of works by Behn, Pope, Thomson, Defoe, Smollett, Bage, Hamilton, Scotl, and
Stevenson, contextualized within hsitorical moments, Wallace persuasively shows how literary texts rehearse the risks
incurred in the course of imperial expansion, not only to British lives but also to cherished national values.
An Indian, Dean Mahomet recalls his years as camp-follower, servant, and subaltern officer in the East India Company's
army (1769 to 1784). Mahomet's account of life in late 18th-century India and later as an emigrant to England is a
fascinating look at a resourceful, multidimensional individual. Illus.
This book analyzes how Britons celebrated and critiqued their empire during the short eighteenth century, from about
1730 to 1790. It focuses on the emergence of an early awareness of the undesirable effects of British colonialism on both
overseas Britons and subaltern people in the British Empire, whether in India, the Americas, Africa, or Ireland.
Before the nineteenth century, travellers who left Britain for the Americas, West Africa, India and elsewhere encountered
a medical conundrum: why did they fall ill when they arrived, and why – if they recovered - did they never become so ill
again? The widely accepted answer was that the newcomers needed to become 'seasoned to the climate.' Suman Seth
explores forms of eighteenth-century medical knowledge, including conceptions of seasoning, showing how geographical
location was essential to this knowledge and helped to define relationships between Britain and her far-flung colonies. In
this period, debates raged between medical practitioners over whether diseases changed in different climes. Different
diseases were deemed characteristic of different races and genders, and medical practitioners were thus deeply involved
in contestations over race and the legitimacy of the abolitionist cause. In this innovative and engaging history, Seth offers
dramatically new ways to understand the mutual shaping of medicine, race, and empire.
The beloved, #1 global bestseller by John Green, author of The Anthropocene Reviewed and Turtles All the Way Down
“John Green is one of the best writers alive.” –E. Lockhart, #1 bestselling author of We Were Liars “The greatest
romance story of this decade.? –Entertainment Weekly #1 New York Times Bestseller • #1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller
• #1 USA Today Bestseller • #1 International Bestseller Despite the tumor-shrinking medical miracle that has bought her
a few years, Hazel has never been anything but terminal, her final chapter inscribed upon diagnosis. But when a
gorgeous plot twist named Augustus Waters suddenly appears at Cancer Kid Support Group, Hazel’s story is about to
be completely rewritten. From John Green, #1 bestselling author of The Anthropocene Reviewed and Turtles All the Way
Down, The Fault in Our Stars is insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw. It brilliantly explores the funny, thrilling, and tragic
business of being alive and in love.
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The Enlightenment of peasants, an 18th-century phenomenon that originated from an interest in common people and
ideas of about the emancipation of the lower classes, had a crucial impact on creating Latvian secular literary culture.
When Baltic German intellectuals, inspired by the Popular Enlightenment in German-speaking countries, undertook the
task to educate Latvian peasants through books, they also laid the foundation for the future emancipation of Latvian
culture. By exploring the nature of book production and changing images of peasants in Livonia and Courland in the
second part of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century, this book offers insights into the complex historical
relationship between Latvians and Baltic Germans and the regional specifics of the Baltic Enlightenment.
Secret history, with its claim to expose secrets of state and the sexual intrigues of monarchs and ministers, alarmed and thrilled readers
across Europe and America from the mid-seventeenth to the mid-nineteenth century. Scholars have recognised for some time the important
position that the genre occupies within the literary and political culture of the Enlightenment. Of interest to students of British, French and
American literature, as well as political and intellectual history, this new volume of essays demonstrates for the first time the extent of secret
history's interaction with different literary traditions, including epic poetry, Restoration drama, periodicals, and slave narratives. It reveals
secret history's impact on authors, readers, and the book trade in England, France, and America throughout the long eighteenth century. In
doing so, it offers a case study for approaching questions of genre at moments when political and cultural shifts put strain on traditional
generic categories.
In so doing, Machor takes us ever closer to understanding the particular and varying reading strategies of historical audiences and how they
impacted authors’ conceptions of their own readership.
This volume offers an overview of what it was like to be female and to live and die in Victorian England (c. 1837-1901), by situating this
experience within the scientific and social contexts of the times. With a temporal focus on women’s life experience, the book moves from
childhood and youth, through puberty and adolescence, to pregnancy, birth, and motherhood, into senescence. Drawing on osteological
sources, medical discourses, and examples from the literature and cultural history of the period, alongside social and environmental data
derived from ethnographic and archival investigations, the authors explore the experience of being female in the Victorian era for women
across classes. In synthesizing current research on demographic statistics, maternal morbidity and mortality, and bioarchaeological evidence
on patterns of aging and death, they analyze how changing social ideals, cultural and environmental variability, shifting economies, and
evolving medical and scientific understanding about the body combined to shape female health and identity in the nineteenth century.
Victorian women faced a variety of challenges, including changing attitudes regarding appropriate behavior, social roles, and beauty
standards, while grappling with new understandings of the role played by gender and sexuality in shaping women’s lives from youth to old
age. The book concludes by considering the relevance of how Victorian narratives of womanhood and the experience of being female have
influenced perceptions of female health and cultural constructions of identity today.
Say "New England" and you likely conjure up an image in the mind of your listener: the snowy woods or stone wall of a Robert Frost poem,
perhaps, or that quintessential icon of the region--the idyllic white village. Such images remind us that, as Joseph C
A revealing look at how the memory of the plague held the poor responsible for epidemic disease in eighteenth-century Britain Britain had no
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idea that it would not see another plague after the horrors of 1666, and for a century and a half the fear of epidemic disease gripped and
shaped British society. Plague doctors had long asserted that the bodies of the poor were especially prone to generating and spreading
contagious disease, and British doctors and laypeople alike took those warnings to heart, guiding medical ideas of class throughout the
eighteenth century. Dense congregations of the poor--in workhouses, hospitals, slums, courtrooms, markets, and especially prisons--were
rendered sites of immense danger in the public imagination, and the fear that small outbreaks might run wild became a profound cultural
force. Extensively researched, with a wide body of evidence, this book offers a fascinating look at how class was constructed physiologically
and provides a new connection between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries and the ravages of plague and cholera, respectively.
A brilliant telling of the history of the common seaman in the age of sail, and his role in Britain’s trade, exploration, and warfare British
maritime history in the age of sail is full of the deeds of officers like Nelson but has given little voice to plain, "illiterate" seamen. Now Stephen
Taylor draws on published and unpublished memoirs, letters, and naval records, including court-martials and petitions, to present these men
in their own words. In this exhilarating account, ordinary seamen are far from the hapless sufferers of the press gangs. Proud and spirited,
learned in their own fashion, with robust opinions and the courage to challenge overweening authority, they stand out from their less
adventurous compatriots. Taylor demonstrates how the sailor was the engine of British prosperity and expansion up to the Industrial
Revolution. From exploring the South Seas with Cook to establishing the East India Company as a global corporation, from the sea battles
that made Britain a superpower to the crisis of the 1797 mutinies, these "sons of the waves" held the nation’s destiny in their calloused
hands.

In essays that capture the multiple aspects of urban life, contributors examine European cities through the lenses of history,
literature, art, architecture, and music. Covering topics such as governance, performance, high culture and subculture, tourism,
and journalism, this volume provides new and invigorating ways to think about cities both past and present. An innovative and
interdisciplinary work, City Limits crosses conventional critical boundaries to depict a vibrant and moving cityscape of historical
urban experience.
Transatlantic slavery, just like the abolition movements, affected every space and community in Britain, from Cornwall to the
Clyde, from dockyard alehouses to country estates. Today, its financial, architectural and societal legacies remain, scattered
across the country in museums and memorials, philanthropic institutions and civic buildings, empty spaces and unmarked graves.
Just as they did in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, British people continue to make sense of this 'national sin' by looking
close to home, drawing on local histories and myths to negotiate their relationship to the distant horrors of the 'Middle Passage',
and the Caribbean plantation. For the first time, this collection brings together localised case studies of Britain's history and
memory of its involvement in the transatlantic slave trade, and slavery. These essays, ranging in focus from eighteenth-century
Liverpool to twenty-first-century rural Cambridgeshire, from racist ideologues to Methodist preachers, examine how transatlantic
slavery impacted on, and continues to impact, people and places across Britain.
Tracing a series of political crises in Anglo-American history from the 16th-century Reformation to the civil rights movement Coffey
excavates the history of deliverance politics testifying to the powerful political appeal of the Exodus, the Jubilee and the biblical
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language of liberty.
It was first published in French by the Institut du Transport Aerien in 1998 and received very favourable reviews. Through the
publication of the English language edition, this remarkable work is now accessible to many more readers around the world. In
addition, the author has expanded the book with new sections and he has extensively updated it to bring the story of air cargo into
the twenty first century, concluding with a look into the future. The author, Camille Allaz, served as Senior Vice President Cargo at
Air France for 10 years which gave him an insider's close-up view of his subject, a privilege not enjoyed by many historians. There
is no aspect of mail or cargo transport by air that has not been thoroughly researched and documented by Allaz, from the first brief
transport of animals by balloon in France in 1783 to the vast global networks of the integrated express carriers in the 21st century.
As a true scholar, he fits his narrative into the larger framework of political, military, economic and aviation history. This book
should stand for years as the definitive work on the history of air cargo and airmail, and will be of immense value to the academic
community, to the air cargo industry, the postal services, and to the general public.
Although the emergence of the English novel is generally regarded as an eighteenth-century phenomenon, this is the first book to
be published professing to cover the 'eighteenth-century English novel' in its entirety. This Handbook surveys the development of
the English novel during the 'long' eighteenth century-in other words, from the later seventeenth century right through to the first
three decades of the nineteenth century when, with the publication of the novels of Jane Austen and Walter Scott, 'the novel' finally
gained critical acceptance and assumed the position of cultural hegemony it enjoyed for over a century. By situating the novels of
the period which are still read today against the background of the hundreds published between 1660 and 1830, this Handbook
not only covers those 'masters and mistresses' of early prose fiction-such as Defoe, Richardson, Fielding, Sterne, Burney, Scott
and Austen-who are still acknowledged to be seminal figures in the emergence and development of the English novel, but also the
significant number of recently-rediscovered novelists who were popular in their own day. At the same time, its comprehensive
coverage of cultural contexts not considered by any existing study, but which are central to the emergence of the novel, such as
the book trade and the mechanics of book production, copyright and censorship, the growth of the reading public, the economics
of culture both in London and in the provinces, and the re-printing of popular fiction after 1774, offers unique insight into the
making of the English novel.
From The Book of Shadows as seen in the television series Charmed, this book contains over 270 pages full of black & white
illustrations, handwritten notes, and spells as well as other information. The cover is has been painstakingly created in high-quality
crisp graphics with a leather design and gold emblem finished in non-gloss paperback, to make this look like an exact replica
used.This book is fully bound and printed premium cream paper, with each numbered.This is the perfect book for any Charmed
fan or anyone who appreciates television memorabilia / props in general.The full coloured version of this can also be found via the
same authour.

Henry D. Rack is one of the most profound historians of the Methodist movement in modern times. He has spent a
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lifetime researching and writing about the rise and significance of John Wesley and his Methodist followers in the
eighteenth century and has also uncovered the historical significance of the Methodist Church in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Collected here in this volume are thirteen essays honoring the life and scholarship of Dr. Rack from a
host of international scholars in the field. The topics range from Wesley's view of grace in the eighteenth century to the
dynamic intersection of the Methodist and Tractarian movements in the nineteenth century. A bibliographical essay of
Rack's most prominent publications in the field of Methodist studies is also provided. In the end, the collection of essays
offered here in honor of Dr. Rack will be engaging and provocative for considering Methodist Studies in the present and
future generations.
In the first collection devoted to mentoring relationships in British literature and culture, the editor and contributors offer a
fresh lens through which to observe familiar and lesser known authors and texts. Employing a variety of critical and
methodological approaches, which reflect the diversity of the mentoring experiences under consideration, the collection
highlights in particular the importance of mentoring in expanding print culture. Topics include John Wilmot the Earl of
Rochester's relationships to a range of role models, John Dryden's mentoring of women writers, Alexander Pope's
problematic attempts at mentoring, the vexed nature of Jonathan Swift's cross-gender and cross-class mentoring
relationships, Samuel Richardson's largely unsuccessful efforts to influence Urania Hill Johnson, and an examination of
Elizabeth Carter and Samuel Johnson's as co-mentors of one another's work. Taken together, the essays further the
case for mentoring as a globally operative critical concept, not only in the eighteenth century, but in other literary periods
as well.
Dead Masters examines the dual issues of mentoring and intertextuality as an integrated phenomenon. Through a series
of fresh and novel readings of Johnsonian and Boswellian texts, the book further advances our awareness of the formal
complexities of Johnson's writings and the psychological substratum from which they issue.
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